Organizations, from health care facilities to manufacturing giants, can be viewed as an ongoing sequence of loosely coupled decisions where current and future assets are matched with current and future demand across the demand-supply network. Every organization has as a stated goal to "make smarter decisions". However, each decision is a result of a complex interaction between process (culture), data, and the models (math) used. The net result is an ongoing challenge for the "math" guys to (a) find the right models, (b) get the data, and (c) navigate the political terrain (to prove the usefulness of the new approach, gain its general acceptance, and "move the ball" forward). In many ways, this challenge is similar to the one faced in science for that last 2000 years -the one difference being an entrenched concept of "it's good enough". If Ptolemy's earth centric theory of circle of circles does a "good enough" job of explaining the movement of planets --why bother with Kepler, Newton, gravity, elliptical orbits, and that complicated math stuff called calculus. This paper will outline some key "Fordyce rules" the author has developed as a successful agent of change since 1977; review two recent applications of "technology that upset the social order"; and take a look back at the Ptolemaic model of the universe in terms of "selling" the model.
INTRODUCTION
Most organizations can be viewed as an ongoing sequence of loosely coupled decisions where current and future assets are matched with current and future demand across the demand-supply network at different levels of granularity ( Figure 1 ) ranging from a placing a lot on a tool to an aggregate capacity plan across five years. Within this grid a myriad of decisions are made that impact organization performance. The goal is to make "smart decisions", however, each decision is a result of a complex interaction between process (culture), data, and the models (math) used. The net result is an ongoing challenge for the "math" guys to (a) find the right models and (b) navigate the political terrain -yes to be successful you must be prepared to be an agent of change.
FORDYCE RULES FOR AGENTS OF CHANGE
Being "an agent of change" is first complicated by substantially different views of optimization that exist within the organization.
• Operations Research (OR) professionals view optimization as a mathematical representation of a set of relationships, a metric to define optimal, and a search method. For the OR professional -optimal is focused on the methods to create a resource allocation decision at a point in time that best meets criteria such as most profit, least cost, and a variety of more complex measures.
• However, other members of the planning and scheduling community (executives, managers, planners, manufacturing, etc) often have a different view of optimization. In practical terms, optimization may reference either the decision making process itself or the output from a sequence of decisions over time. "Successful" applications understand and meet the need to "optimize" the process and decision sequence while "evolving" the firm to the use of more sophisticated methods within the optimized process.
Second is varying standards of expertise in "modeling" and statistics. In many areas one class in statistics; a basic knowledge of Little's law, and skills in Excel modeling, pivot tables, and graphics constitutes advanced level skills. Expert level is achieved when one can make whisker plots and execute a "T test". The ability to write a basic depth first search with backtracking program to solve SUDUKO or understanding the difference between confidence intervals and prediction intervals lies outside of the domain space.
Third is gauging the "seriousness of management" for this "modeling" stuff. Harpal Singh (2009) defines two types of organizations in terms of supply chain management: necessary evil or central to the business.
Supply Chain is a necessary evil that needs to be managed • Automate decision processes.
• Simplify decision making by creating functional islands that are highly automated.
• Plan for certainty. Restrict judgment.
• Provide minimal customer service.
• Reduce costs.
Supply Chain is central to the business • Create competitive differentiators.
• Exploit intrinsic strengths.
• Integrate decision making to create a flexible and responsive supply chain.
• Develop a robust framework for making decisions.
• Plan for uncertainty.
Fourth, "The great 20th century revelation that complex systems can be generated by the relationships among simple components" (Goldman 2004) . This applies to almost all aspects of planning, scheduling, and dispatch and statistical analysis in organizations from hospitals to wafer fabricators.
Fifth -Spreadsheets -the use of spreadsheets is pervasive in modeling and data analysis because the tool is familiar, readily available, and initially easy to use. While a spreadsheet may be a good place to start, the following limitations are common place (Singh 2009 ): 1. Spreadsheets don't often have the latest data because the data updates from corporate systems are not automated or systematized. 2. Sharing spreadsheets can be awkward. In an environment where the data is changing, often a number of copies of the same schedule can exist, each slightly different. Formats change and considerable manual effort is required to resynchronize the spreadsheets when spreadsheets are passed from one person to another. Basic software methods such as testing and documentation of code are all but impossible. 3. Many models start with simplified assumptions about the relationships of components in the system. As reality (complexity) is added many such spreadsheets simply collapse under their own weight. 4. Spreadsheets lack advanced tools that dynamically adjust to changing situations.
Sixth -Fundamentals of decision support for decision makers. Although the available computer and software technology in 2010 is dramatically advanced compared to the late 1970s and early 1980s, the core foundations of decision support (Little 1970 , Keen 1976 , Woolsey 1979 remain the same. It is imperative to remember the basics
• All decision support systems, from passive data stores to highly proactive systems that participate in the decision making process, follow the hierarchical growth pattern (Sullivan 1984) shown in Figure 2 . Data is increasingly extended into more compact and useful information. At its ultimate, the system is able to carry the momentum of the data and information forward by adding structure to the data to formulate alternatives and to predict the logical outcomes of their selection.
• What frequently happens in crisis driven decisions is reliance by the decision maker on his/her experience with similar situations in the past. An experience base allows the decision maker to rapidly sort relevant input from non-relevant to quickly arrive at a choice and take action on that basis. The experience base is difficult and costly to build. And it is not easily transferable from one mind to another.
Seventh, despite advances in algorithms and "computational machines" there are limitations in the ability of our tool kit to handle large problems in detail and handle uncertainty.
Hence there is interplay of "alternative views of optimization" at the crossroads of culture, computation, and mathematics in the same organization. "Successful" applications understand and meet the need to "optimize" the process and decision sequence while "evolving" the firm to the use of more sophisticated methods within the optimized process -extending the borders of bounded rationality 
ENTERPRISE WIDE CENTRAL PLANNING 3.1 Overview
The enterprise wide detailed central planning engine (CPE) is the control point for the flow of material or product within an organization with a focus on how to best meet prioritized demand without violating temporal, asset (WIP and inventory), or capacity constraints. A CPE application minimizes prioritized demand tardiness and some aspects of cost, establishing a projected supply and synchronized targets for each element of the supply chain.
The core of the CPE process is matching assets with demand, which refers to aligning assets with demand in an intelligent manner to best meet demands. The alignment or match occurs across multiple facilities within the boundaries established by the manufacturing specifications, process flows, and business policies. Assets include, but are not limited to, starts (manufacturing releases), work in progress (WIP), inventory, purchases, and capacity (manufacturing equipment and manpower). Demands include, but are not limited to, firm orders, forecasted orders, and inventory buffers.
The matching must take into account manufacturing/production specifications and business guidelines. Manufacturing specifications and process flows include, but are not limited to, build options, bill of material (BOM), yields, cycle times, anticipated date on which a unit of WIP will complete a certain stage of manufacturing (called a receipt date), capacity consumed, substitutability of one part for another (substitution), the determination of the actual part type after testing (called binning or sorting), and shipping times. Business guidelines include, but are not limited to, frozen zones (no change can be made on supplies requested), demand priorities, priority tradeoffs, preferred suppliers, and inventory policy.
Many of the manufacturing specification and business guideline values will often change during the planning horizon (time effective).
The creation of a CPE plan requires a solver (sometimes referred to as a model or an engine) with the following core features:
1. method(s) to represent the (potential) material flows in production, business policies, constraints, demand priorities, current locations of asset, etc., and relate all this information to exit demand; 2. capture asset quantities and manufacturing specifications (parameters); 3. search mechanism(s) to generate a balanced supply chain plan, relate the outcome to demand, and modify the plan to improve the match; 4. display and explain the results of the best-can-do match.
Brief History
Since the early 1990s detailed enterprise wide central planning has become a key member of this "decision suite." Despite its importance, most organizations execute central planning with "limited levels of accuracy or intelligence" (smarts) which can and does create substantial inefficiencies or slack (Galbraith 1973) resulting in a firm operating below its efficiency frontier. Early in the evolution of "central planning engines" (the model and associated software which creates the plan) IBM determined (Lyon 2000) that "extended accuracy" was an important component of supply chain efficiency and customer satisfaction in its semiconductor operations and made a substantial investment to develop a central planning engine which could handle the scope (complexity) and scale (size) of large organizations.
The complexities include, but are not limited to: carrying detailed lot and order information across a detailed multistaged production path; alternative methods to produce the same part (either finished or intermediate) where the consumed part and resource required may or may not be the same; complex sorting where the exact identity of the part is not known until one or more tests occur; business policies such as fair share between customers and vendor allocation; lot sizing; required minimum starts (which mixes push and pull); attempting to meet customer request date without impacting the ability to meet customer commit date; maintaining lot level and exit demand level detail throughout the solution Clearly, the complexity associated (Denton 2006) managing demand-supply networks for semiconductor production makes it an ideal candidate for linear programming (LP) technology. However, the scale (Milne 2010) of the enterprise problem is too large to be solved by a single LP model. Simple heuristics such as greedy algorithms can handle the scale. But they fail to handle even such simple complexities as binning and typically underutilize expensive assets. In order to build a central planning engine (CPE), the IBM team developed and implemented a series of significant advances, including an LP model for binning optimization that could be invoked by a heuristic, an advanced heuristic which provides highly effective decisions with regards to such items as demand priorities and binning (invoking the binning LP model), an advanced LP-based algorithm which handles complex trade-offs and nonlinearities such as lot sizing and preemptive demand priorities, an overall solution structure which dynamically blends both decision technologies and partitions the solution process in a manner that adds to the quality of the solution, and mechanisms to fully automate the process. The CPE is capable of solving enterprise-scale supply chain management (SCM) problems with both function and speed. Its partitioning logic automatically classifies product structures and solves the most complex ones using large LPs, the moderately complex ones using small LPs, and the relatively simple ones using heuristics. The CPE achieves all this without any human intervention. The core of this work is described in the presentation.
Overview of the IBM CPE
This section describes the following core aspects of the CPE solution mechanism, with a focus on its capability to dynamically mix and match linear (mathematical) programming (LP) and advanced heuristic resource allocation technology. These core elements are: 1. IMEX (implode-explode) heuristic and its ability to dynamically invoke the Binning LP model to handle simple binning with downgrade substitutions (but not complex situation such as alternative BOM, complex binning, and general substitution).
SCOPE (Supply Chain Optimization Planning
Engine), an advanced LP based engine which handles the BSA, lot sizing, and preemptive priorities. 3. Multidimensional partitioning strategy. 4. Structures and algorithms to dynamically mix and match both resource allocation decision technologies (IMEX and SCOPE) to balance scope and scale.
IMEX -Implode/Explode Best Can Do Heuristic
IMEX executes three major steps.
Step 1 is an MRP (material requirements planning) type of explosion of demand across the entire BOM supply chain where hints are established and the binning points are optimized with the "Binning LP" (BINLP. Hints refer to required manufacturing starts, tentative assignment of WIP or inventory to support a specific start, and demand priority associated with each level of exploded demand. The (optional) second step allows the files generated during the first step to be modified to influence the final creation of anticipated supply. For example, the wafer start file could get modified. The third step executes a BOM implosion to create a final best-can-do solution that meets planning requirements such as demand class, fair share, etc.
IMEX produces a projected supply schedule and commit date estimates satisfying a variety of constraints (temporal, asset based, and business policy). When capacity is insufficient, starts with a more important demand class are given preference. Similarly, when supplies for a particular component are restricted these are allocated based on the demand class of competing parts.
IMEX uses a binning LP algorithm to handle much of the complexity found in semiconductor-based manufacturing. Generally speaking, it cannot find high-quality solutions when encountering complex binning; general substitution; or alternative BOM paths. For IBM central planning engine, these complexities are specifically handled by another LP-based solution called SCOPE.
Supply Chain Optimization Planning Engine (SCOPE)
SCOPE is a linear programming (LP) based supply chain solution developed and deployed by IBM in the 1990s that has been continuously enhanced since. This solution is primarily used to handle the complex portions (complex binning, general substitution, and alternative BOM) of the demand supply network for which the IMEX and other heuristic based solutions are in general unable to identify optimal solutions. The SCOPE solves a supply chain LP model with a cost minimization formulation. So a minimum cost solution is obtained when the model is solved to optimality. SCOPE considers such costs as backorder, processing, inventory holding, material substitution, part shipment (ship to customers or ship to other manufacturing locations within the enterprise), and a few others. In addition to costs, the SCOPE requires the usual input such as customer demand, scheduled vendor shipment, yield, capacity, cycle time, and so on. The input data structure is very much the same as that for the IMEX. Also as in the IMEX, input data can be provided as time effective enabling the value to change over time reflecting real conditions.
The decision variables in the SCOPE LP model are chosen to correspond to actual supply chain activities: customer shipment, backorder, substitution, manufacturing start, interplant shipment, inventory level, and sourcing. In any feasible solution, these variables must hold values to satisfy the following five types of constraints:
Material balance equations maintain a flow balance between the creation and consumption (arrival and departure) of any part number at any stocking point, in any period, and at any manufacturing location. Backorder conservation constraints keep track of unsatisfied demand throughout the planning horizon. Capacity control equations safeguard capacity utilization, ensuring no resource is over-utilized by starts requiring the same resource.
Sourcing constraints enable the SCOPE users to control the deviation from sourcing targets, each of which is specified by two numbers. Non-negativity constraints require all decision variables to be greater than or equal to zero.
"Divide & Conquer" -Decomposing the Problem (CPE Partitioning)
Despite the constant improvements in hardware performance, determining an optimal central plan for a large enterprise with just SCOPE (or LP-based solutions in general) is not even remotely close to being realistic. If the IMEX heuristic is used by itself, the quality of the decisions would be far less than desirable for complex product flows. Besides performance and ability to handle complex product flows, there are business reasons to partition and sequence the solution flow. For example, executing an explosion step identifies a prioritized set of required starts / releases needed to satisfy all demand in time. This is essentially a prioritized "wish list." This information would not be available with a single, monolithic solution process, since the only starts ever calculated are feasible with respect to capacity and component availability. The information of prioritized starts is particularly helpful when a planner is attempting to determine what actions to take to meet certain demands that are currently behind schedule or to establish minimum starts. Therefore, developing a fully automated, dynamically partitioning-and-sequencing algorithm which makes the best use of both heuristics and LP technologies was the logical course of action. There are four fundamentals to the "divide-and-conquer" solution strategy: 1. The BOM or production flow can be divided into stages that occur naturally and every manufacturing activity is assigned to one stage. 2. Every part can be classified as complex or simple. 3. There is an explicit explosion action set followed by an explicit implosion action set. 4. Humpty Dumpty can be put back together again Additional Details can be found in (Milne et al 2010) .
Assigning Lots to a Tool (Dispatch)
At the opposite end of supply chain central planning is the assignment of "widgets" to a tool to have specific manufacturing activity done to the widget. In wafer fabrication, the widget is a lot, where the lot contains a set of wafers (often between 10 and 25 of them) to be processed. Typically the number of manufacturing or process steps for a wafer ranges from 300 to 700 and cycle or lead times range from 5 weeks to 15 weeks (Sullivan 1990 , 1994 , Denton 2004 . This is called the "dispatch" or schedule-dispatch decision. Tens of thousands of such decisions are made daily in wafer fabrication plants.
Dating back to the work in the 1980s (Sullivan 1990 (Sullivan , 1994 the dominant decision technology found in applications to make dispatch decisions are "rules" which involve the follow basic computational mechanisms: merge, select, sort, and if/then/else in a single pass decision tree. Although these "rules structures" (which we will call heuristic dispatch) can and do capture some reasonably complex logic and provide reasonable decisions in many cases, they fundamentally lack a robust ability to: (a) look across time, (b) look across tools at a tool set, (c) create an anticipated sequence of events at a tool set over some time horizon, (d) establish a formal metric for the quality of the decision, and (f) search across alternatives. However, standard wisdom was the rapid pace of change and short time interval between dispatch decisions precluded the use of more sophisticated decision technology (such as optimization --which had successfully displaced rules in other situations) to build "dispatch" applications. Therefore the core approach changed little, if any, over twenty years; in spite of advances in algorithms and computer performance.
In the 2003-2004 time frame IBM recognized that "rules" and their opportunistic scavenging approach was resulting in lost productivity and the allocation of manufacturing energy on the wrong lots in its 300mm wafer fabrication facility located in East Fishkill, NY. Additionally, IBM believed that twenty years after it had developed and deployed one of the first real time rule based systems to control dispatch decisions, computational advances in algorithms and hardware made optimization possible. At the same time ILOG had arrived at a similar conclusion and was developing its FPO rapid scheduling application for key tool sets in FABS relying on recent advances in Integer and Constraint Programming.
From 2004-2007, IBM and ILOG jointly worked to deploy the ILOG optimization product FPO to key tools sets in IBM's 300mm wafer fabrication facility. FPO now controls the dispatch decision at each major tool set (over ½ of the tools) in the 300mm FAB. It has resulted in substantial improvements in performance; significantly reduced overhead to adapt to changing circumstances; and made the complex easy to understand and control. The FAB moved from "heuristic dispatch" to "schedule dispatch".
Fundamentals of the Assignment Decision
Historically, the easiest way to conceive of dispatch is when a tool becomes free (moves from a busy state to a non busy state or comes back on line) lots compete to be the "next on the tool". In practice, other triggers, such as the change in status of a lot or elapsed time, can trigger the logic to review and assign lot(s) to a tool.
Fundamentally this decision process must first determine which lots are eligible to run on which tools and then narrow the selection process based on business guidelines (Due dates, Business Rules, dedication strategies, phase in tools); process requirements (production paths, reticles available, tool specific inhibit); and intrinsic properties of tools which significantly impact throughput (for example batch size and operational chains); and occasionally synchronization of events across the FAB. We can break the key elements down as follows: 1. Tool -lot affinity. 2. Manufacturing engineering requirements. 3. Global importance of the lot to the supply chain or business. 4. Pacing lot movement. 5. Local tool characteristics and performance. 6. Upstream and down stream requirements.
The core dispatch decision making activities can be divided into two primary components: guidance and judgment (Figure 3) , where both are directly impacted by tactical planning decisions.
Tactical planning refers to decisions made throughout the week which establish the constraints or state space for dispatch decisions. This includes such items as the starts into the manufacturing line, deployment (which tools can handle which manufacturing actions), and which reticles (masks) are available.
Guidance or advocate logic is the set of computational activities (which may be a program or manual) to create information posted some location (often a table structure) that the assignment logic accesses or to trigger an assignment module to execute. The most common example is the calculation of some type of assessment whether the lot is ahead or behind schedule (often referred to as "delta schedule"). Another example is the updating of a fact base that may contain operation -tool preference based on static information (such as difference in raw process times between tools executing the same manufacturing action) or dynamic information (the amount of time will take to set the tool up to handle this manufacturing action). Other types of guidance include flow balance (avoid starving a tool set), manufacturing requirements (avoid running all lots of a certain type on a single tool, but distribute them across three tools), and process control time windows (lot must complete the next three steps within 5 hours or it will need to be scrapped due to contamination).
Judgment or assignment is the set of computational activities that when completed, result in a change of state or action on the manufacturing floor. The judgment algorithm must balance competing requirements such as meeting on time delivery, but improving throughput with batches and operational chains. Therefore it balances the requirements of several goals (cycle time, output, serviceability, and inventory management) which compete for the same resource, exploits emerging opportunities on the manufacturing floor, and reduces the distortion from unplanned events
Limitations of Judgment
Dating back to the 1980s the computation methods used within judgment could be described as "decision tree one pass logic":
• Join or link.
• Sort and select.
• Scoring.
• If then else.
• One pass logic no looping (except accumulation), algorithm.
Although this method produced adequate decisions, the decisions were far from optimal and often rigid -that is requirement changes in the programmi ng as business conditions changed. It stood in stark contrast to the successful deployment of far more intelligent decision making approaches in a wide range of applications from computer chess to supply chain planning to the placement of radioactive seeds to treat prostrate cancer. Despite the clear advances in other areas, FABs have clung to their "only simple can work" approach and the corresponding culture of reaction and "heroic action".
Example of the Limitation of Rules
The following example illustrates the limitations of rules for "dispatch heuristics" and the value in optimization methods to deploy dispatch scheduling. These limitations include the inability to (a) look across time, (b) look across tools at a tool set, (c) create an anticipated sequence of events at a tool set over some time horizon, (d) establish a formal metric and (f) search multiple alternatives.
In top half of Figure 4 we have typical dispatch situation. There are three lots waiting to be processed.
Two of the lots, lot#94 and lot#92, are behind schedule. One lot is ahead of schedule (88). There are three tools in the tool group and their status is given in Figure 4 . When tool#1 becomes available what lot is it assigned?
In bottom half of Figure 4 we have a typical "intelligent" assignment decision by a rules engine. The dispatch engine chooses lot #94 to tool #1 because the lot is behind schedule and the setup matches. This meets two key criteria: working on lots that are behind schedule and improving throughput by avoiding setups ---very sound thinking --however?
As we play events forward in time, we quickly ( Figure 5 ) find previously "undetected collateral damage" from our decision --at 5 minutes: tool # 2 idle -> no WIP available since tool #2 can only run process B and there are no lots in queue that require this process. The ability to create and evaluated a projected set of decisions over time eliminates this type of situation. Additionally Typically, heuristic dispatch will consider only the tool that is available. It will not look at the potential impact of actions in the future or across the tool set At time 0: Tool#1 free, chooses lot #94 to tool #1 because the lot is behind schedule and the setup matches (sound thinking) optimization enables the organization to move beyond ranking and transition from specifying what from how.
What Math Makes This Possible?
The challenge, besides finding a quality solution, is finding a quality solution fast -a complete solution in 60 seconds or less, which enables an updated solution to be generated every 5 to 10 minutes. Obviously, simple brute force is not going to the job done. The key is the coordinated use of mixed integer programming (MIP) from Operations Research and constraint programming (CP) from computer science to narrow and direct search. For an overview of MIP see Williams (1999) and Bixby et al (2004) . For an exposition of the fundamentals of CP see Lustig and Puget (2001) .
The ILOG approach uses MIP and CP as components in a special-purpose decomposition algorithm that iterates alternately over the space and time dimensions. The algorithm is called STARTS for Space-Time Allocation for Real-Time Scheduling (Bixby et al 2006) .
Brief Look at the Transition from Earth Centric to
Sun Centric -technology that upset the social order.
The Question!
A question that fascinated mankind for thousands of years (and still does) is "figuring out what makes planets wander in the sky". More formally, explain the motion of the planets. We are all familiar that Greeks and Romans believed the Earth was the center of solar system and over the time period from approximately 1500 to 1700 this view slowly replaced by the "Sun" centric model through the work of people such as Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Brache Newton, and others. The details of each approach and the transition from Aristotle to Newton has been well documented in a number of sources (Kuhn (1962) , Kuhn (1992) , Hellyer (2003) , Gleick 2003 , Economist 2009 , Polaris (2009 ), and Vikdhillon (2009 ). In this section, I want to briefly review the transition from Earth to Sun Centric using the "Ongoing Challenge" perspectiveespecially that that each model (explanation of planetary movement) has four components:
• Core assumptions / concept / structure.
• Mathematical representation and computation.
• Mathematical predictions.
• Cultural preference.
The Ancient Greeks -love Circles
The Ancient Greeks (Aristotle 384 BC -322 BC) had an Earth and Circle Centric explanation. The planets, Sun, and Moon revolved around the Earth (which was stationary) in circular orbits. Core assumptions in this explanation are:
• Earth is the center of the universe and does not move
• Heavens were perfect and objects in the heavens were unchanging.
• Therefore the only possible type of movement was a circle (uniform circular motion).
Many features of planetary motion can be explained by adjusting the velocities of these concentric spheres. However, the troubling observations of varying planetary brightness and "retrograde motion" could not be accommodated by this model. For the most part planets moved eastward against the background of the stars. Occasionally a planet appeared to stop and retrace its steps for a while, sometimes moving in a great loop, but it always "got back" to advancing. This was impossible to explain with the basic "Aristotelian" model.
How is retrograde motion explained while maintaining consistency with the core Greek assumptions? The answer: circle of circles -called epicycles. Planets were attached, not to the concentric circles, but circles that were attached to the concentric spheres ( Figure 6 ).
Figure 6 -Example of Epicycles
The "circle of circles met three core criteria:
1. Explained what was observed. 2. Fit with existing assumptions. 3. Could be handled by the existing methods of mathematics and computation.
What is the right interpretation of this "advance"?
• a clever, but "tortured" model that extended a work of fiction --or • A logical conclusion a step forward in modeling at that time Only time will tell!
Eliminating Counter Revolution
A sun-centered Solar System was proposed as early as 200 B.C. by Aristarchus of Samos. However, it did not survive long under the weight of Aristotle's influence and "common sense": 1. If the Earth actually spun on an axis (as required in a heliocentric system to explain the diurnal motion of the sky), why didn't objects fly off the spinning Earth? 2. If the Earth was in motion around the sun, why didn't it leave behind the birds flying in the air? 3. If the Earth were actually on an orbit around the sun, why wasn't a parallax effect observed? That is stars should appear to change their position with the respect to the other background stars as the Earth moved about its orbit, because of viewing them from a different perspective.
Today our first impression is -how primitive! However the first two objections would be not be corrected until the 17th century. Countering the third objection required knowledge of the real distance to the stars. Imagine being the "math guy" going into the plant manager's office to pitch this "new improved" model ---the term dead on arrival (DOA) comes to mind.
Institutionalizing Earth Centric with Solid Math
Ptolemy (90-168) pulled all of the concepts and math together into single unified body of knowledge in Almagest which institutionalized the knowledge and established the Ptolemaic Model which dominated thinking until the early years of the 1600s.
The Ptolemaic Universe is Earth or geocentric: the Sun and Moon revolve about the Earth and the stars are fixed to the surface of a transparent sphere which rotates westwards with a period of one sidereal day. Mercury and Venus move in circles, called epicycles, whose centers are fixed on the line joining the Sun to the Earth. The rest of the planets also move in epicycles, whose centers themselves move in large circles centered on the Earth. The Ptolemaic model was remarkably successful in accounting for the known phenomena of the celestial sphere By 300 AD the Ptolemaic Model and its mathematics were "the way things were":
• The model structure seemed rational and was blessed by great thinkers.
• The model made use of advanced mathematics.
• The mathematical representation of the model provided good predictions. The Ptolemaic Model was the best science and mathematics could do at the time.
From Knowledge to Dogma
As happens way too often, the best explanation that science and mathematics can do at a certain point in time makes the dangerous transition from knowledge to Dogma. By the Middle Ages, this transition had occurred for the Ptolemaic Model. 
A Crack in the Theory -A Minor Logical Adjustment or Desperate Action
During the middle ages Arab Astronomers made more accurate observations of the motion of planets that were at variance with the Ptolemaic Model. So what should the keepers of the model do? The data were already published, therefore it was too late to "squash" the findings! Developing a new model is not likely to get any funding -looking for an adjustment to the existing model is far more likely to be published. If adding an additional circle worked before, why not again? In fact the adjustment of adding epicycles to epicycles (Figure 7) worked (for the most part).
Figure 7: Epicycles on Epicycles
Was this a reasonable adjustment that simply tweaked the proven wisdom and generating solid predictions or a desperate complication?
A Death Bed Challenge to the Earth Centric Model
In "On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Bodies (published as Copernicus lay on his deathbed), Copernicus (1473 Copernicus ( -1543 proposed that the Sun, not the Earth, was the center of the Solar System with the planets in the modern order ( Figure 12 ). He had two primary reasons to propose the new model.
• While the Ptolemaic model was very good at predicting the positions of the planets, it wasn't precise, and over the centuries its predictions got worse and worse.
• Copernicus didn't like the fact that the Ptolemaic model had big epicycles to explain the retrograde motions of the planets. He knew that this could be explained instead by having the Earth also moving around the Sun. Copernicus did correctly state (or guess) the farther a planet was from the Sun, the slower it moved around the Sun, but his model continued to assume motion of the planets was uniform circular motion. The result was he still needed to have epicycles (just not as many). And, the predictions from Copernican model were no better than the Ptolemaic model. Last, the details of the Copernican model required defining inferior planets (between the earth and the sun) and superior planets and introducing terms such as elongation, conjunction, and quadrature.
Imagine Trying to Sell the Copernican Model to Management in 1550. You claim it is better because it is "simpler", but more powerful. After showing the basic order of planets, you then introduce terms like elongation and conjunction. Later you have to admit you still have epi-circles. Last, it doesn't yet work better then the old model, but you are planning improvements for version 2.0. Again the thought DOA comes to mind.
Better Data and Logical, but Erroneous Alternative Model
Tycho Brahe (1546-1641) developed better instruments (but not the telescope) and gathered the best data to date on planetary motion. His data on Mars was exceptional. He made the best measurements yet in search for stellar parallax. Upon finding no parallax for the stars, he (correctly) concluded that either 1. the earth was motionless at the center of the Universe, or 2. the stars were so far away that their parallax was too small to measure. He choose door number (1) -culture is tough to overcome
Tough Questions from a Telescope
Using the telescope invented by a Dutch spectacle maker Galileo (1564-1642) studied the heavens and observed new things that Aristotle and Ptolemy did not know.
• There were blemishes on the sun and the sun rotated.
• There were four objects (moons) orbiting Jupiter.
This countered the argument that if moon was in orbit around the Earth and Earth was in orbit around the sun, then the Earth would leave the moon behind.
• Venus went through a complete set of phases like the moon (Explained by Copernican model but not the Ptolemaic model).
• The Moon was not smooth, Saturn had ears, and planets were disks. So now the Copernican model had some real "explanatory" advantages! How would the Church respond? It simply (and brilliantly) countered Galileo's claims by stating the devil was capable of making anything appear through the telescope Despite these tough questions, the "new" and improved model was still a hard sell.
• Galileo had "cast some serious doubt" on Aristotle and Ptolemy since he had observed things they didn't know about and they were viewed as the authorities.
• However, Brahe's observation that there was no parallax effect was strong evidence that the universe was Earth centric. Additionally, his model accounted for the phases of Venus.
• Last, Galileo recanted his views --it was the devil that made him do it.
The Reluctant Loss of Innocence -Circles and Uniform Motion Must Go
Kepler (1571-1630) went to Prague to be Brahe's assistant in 1600. Brahe gave him the Mars data to analyze; it was the "hardest" (as it turns out it was the least "circle" like). After a long struggle to avoid this conclusion (culture is tough to overcome), Kepler observed that the orbits of planets around the Sun were not circles, but flattened circles (ellipses) -and Mars was the "least circle like (highest eccentricity). Kepler proposes 3 laws of planetary motion. 1. The paths of the planets about the Sun are elliptical in shape, with the center of the sun being located at one focus. (The Law of Ellipses) (1609) 2. An imaginary line drawn from the center of the sun to the center of the planet will sweep out equal areas in equal intervals of time. (The Law of Equal Areas) (1609) 3. The ratio of the squares of the periods of any two planets is equal to the ratio of the cubes of their average distances from the sun. (The Law of Harmonies 1619) Kepler's empirical model does a tremendous job at predicting Brahe's data and received a spectacular validation on November 7, 1631, when the French philosopher and sometimes astronomer Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) observed a transit of Mercury across the solar disk, as predicted by Kepler. Kepler's prediction of this event was far more accurate than those based on the Copernican Tables.
So where does this leave us?
• Circles are gone which meant no uniform (constant) speed, planets change speed -a planet executes its elliptical motion with constantly changing angular speed.
• The Ptolemaic Model (and assumptions) is officially challenged.
• We have an empirical model that does a tremendous job at predicting observed behavior -much better the Ptolemaic Model.
• However the new model has limitations that might leave management still preferring Ptolemaic model since he or she can "grasp" how it works, even if it isn't 100% accurate: o There is no mathematics / computation to deal with changing speeds. o There is no explanation as to why the planets move in ellipses. o There is no explanation why moons don't fly away.
• With the rate of discovery, how do we know this new Kepler thing won't be obsolete in a week?
Mr. Newton Pulls the Pieces Together -and a Media Campaign
As we all know, Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) unified Physics & Astronomy. He developed the mathematics (calculus) and core assumption (gravity) to move Kepler's empirical model to the next level ---eventually becoming the unchallenged standard. It took most of the 1700s to achieve this status. This "gravity" stuff -action at a distance -is just part of "knowledge base" of most people -drilled in starting in elementary school. Such stellar contemporaries as Leibnitz thought the idea was "garbage". This status came not just from the quality of the work, but also from the equivalent of a media campaign that moved Mr. Newton's ideas from a select few (300 copies sold of his first release) to a mass understanding.
GROWING AWARENESS
As with the 1700s, I believe we are witnessing a growing awareness of the importance of decision models and analytics (quantitative analysis) ---math for better decisions.
That said, there is still a long way to go. People are comfortable with their guesses and decision scientists often fail to deliver real value. Politely, life is much cleaner if your modeling work remains an academic exercise. What decision scientists offer is the potential to "Extend the Borders of Bounded Rationality."
Herbert Simon (Nobel Prize Winner in Economics) observed, "as humans, we have 'bounded rationality' and break complex systems into small manageable pieces." The challenge for organizations is to integrate information and decision technology to push boundaries out and improve performance. Nick Donofrio (IBM Senior Vice President) observed, "Access to computational capability will enable us to model things that we would never have believed before." The challenge reaches beyond coding algorithms, linking to data, and turning it on. Each decision-science team must execute its role as "intelligent evolutionists" to ensure the organization adopts complex decision technology in a sustained incremental fashion.
